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Are you a Muslim who wants to
keep track of the prayers that will
be offered by the four daily prayers
in one single interface? Then the
The Athan Software is just what
you need. The Athan Software
allows you to set all of the prayers
and observe them on the tick of a
clock. So even though the time for a
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prayer doesn't change, you'll always
be reminded with the prayer times
by the clock and the names of the
prayers. The Athan Software is a
modern and easy-to-use application
for Muslims who want to set up all
of the prayer times in one compact
interface. Key features: * Track the
last 6 prayers offered for the
specified time * Set start and stop
times for each prayer * Set up
multiple alarms for each prayer *
Set the location you are in * Five
different prayer times can be set for
the four daily prayers * Set up
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which prayer to be alerted * Enable
sound for each prayer The Athan
Software - The Athan Software
Description Are you a Muslim who
wants to keep track of the prayers
that will be offered by the four daily
prayers in one single interface?
Then the The Athan Software is just
what you need. The Athan Software
allows you to set all of the prayers
and observe them on the tick of a
clock. So even though the time for a
prayer doesn't change, you'll always
be reminded with the prayer times
by the clock and the names of the
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prayers. The Athan Software is a
modern and easy-to-use application
for Muslims who want to set up all
of the prayer times in one compact
interface. Key features: * Track the
last 6 prayers offered for the
specified time * Set start and stop
times for each prayer * Set up
multiple alarms for each prayer *
Set the location you are in * Five
different prayer times can be set for
the four daily prayers * Set up
which prayer to be alerted * Enable
sound for each prayer The Athan
Software - Islam Quotes For God,
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the most powerful and beneficent of
beings, has forbidden you to take
life by deceit, when it is not
necessary for livelihood.
(Qur'an-23:2) It is not through your
hands that you have won anything,
but it is through God that anything
is won or lost (Qur'an-17:78)
Indeed, your god is One God (there
is no god but God-Al Nur-Ali) (Qur'
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Introduction: Religion plays an
important role in any society,
regardless of belief, and it still does
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so today. Different cultures use
different prayer methods, with
Islamic individuals having to go
through six prayers throughout the
day. In this regard, The Athan
Software attempts to remind you
when the main Islamic daily prayers
are about to start. Modern and
intuitive interface: The application
mostly resembles a customizable
alarm clock, but with several fixed
conditions. In terms of visuals, the
application sports a modern
interface, with all features stored in
a compact window which you can
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further reduce in size to view only a
clock and the upcoming prayer. All
of the six prayers are displayed in
the main window along with a clock
with indicators fixed at the
corresponding time, as well as the
name. A useful feature is that the
application can be set to
automatically run at startup so you
don't have to constantly check
whether or not it's active. Multiple
customization options: Furthermore,
there are various customizable
settings, ranging from text and hour
format display, to time correction
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and location options. This further
increases practicality because it can
be used by Islamic communities
around the world, being fully
synchronized. Enable sound alerts
and time correction: Although
settings come with a default
configuration, you can choose
which prayers to be alerted of.
What's more, a WAV file can be
attributed to each event so you
recognize each event by the sound it
plays. There's also an option to set
the alarm to trigger several minutes
before the actual event so you can
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get ready. Set up calculation
methods and regional settings:
Regional settings further help adjust
time discrepancies and calculation
methods. An integrated option
allows you to specify your exact
location, either by choosing from
several drop-down menus or
bringing up a browser with Google
Maps at the press of a button. In
conclusion: To sum it up, The
Athan Software is a handy
application for Islamic communities
that use the computer on a daily
basis, with incredibly helpful
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configuration options so you're
always on time. It can also come in
handy for public domains in order
to better alert a larger majority of
people. Thanks to its low system
requirements, it can run on a wide
array of configurations. The Athan
Software Windows 10 Key For
Free: The Athan Software works for
Windows 7 and Windows 8.1, as
well as Windows 8, Windows 10
and Windows 10 Pro. The
installation process is simple, quick
and totally free. In order to make a
choice regarding which method of
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installation you want, use
6a5afdab4c
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The Athan Software is meant to be
a handy application for Islamic
communities that use the computer
on a daily basis, with incredibly
helpful configuration options so
you're always on time. It can also
come in handy for public domains
in order to better alert a larger
majority of people. Thanks to its
low system requirements, it can run
on a wide array of configurations.
@TheAthan Software keeps your
computer closed at night, while
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reminding you of when dawn and
night prayers start. With an intuitive
interface and a customizable alarm,
it is suitable to use in any country
and any time, no matter what the
current time is. Athan is a creative
application designed especially for
Islamic communities around the
world who use their computer on a
daily basis. It keeps you informed
of your prayer timings, as well as
your next morning or afternoon
meal, thus making it more practical
to pray and eat in a timely manner.
The application is primarily a
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“prayer reminder”, with a modern
interface and the ability to set your
alarms. The application can be set to
automatically run at startup, with a
variety of customizable settings.
The application has a built-in local
device indicator, which is
configured based on your location.
Likewise, your prayer timings are
automatically determined based on
the time difference between your
current location and the prayers
location. Furthermore, when you
enter a city the app will notify you
of prayer timings for that specific
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location. There are also a variety of
configuration settings to ensure a
more flexible use of the application.
The Athan Software supports
multiple event notification
methodologies, with the ability to
specify how you want to be notified
of your pending events. What's
more, the application can be used
for a variety of different purposes,
with multiple customization options.
Three religious settings can be used,
thus allowing the application to be
used in communities that practice
them as well as other religions.
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Furthermore, setting the local time
to the prayer time, as well as the
time taken to reach that prayer time
are also available. Athan is a very
easy to use prayer timer for the
Muslim community, and since it is
available as both a portable
application (that doesn't require
installation) and a web application
(that requires installation on your
computer), it can be a practical way
to manage time for any activity. A
simple and useful prayer timer that
reminds you when dawn and night
prayers start, with an intuitive and
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customizable user interface.
Compatible with any OS that has
What's New in the?

With The Athan Software, you can
set up specific events and occasions
with a multitude of customized
options. A user friendly interface
draws all of the necessary
information together on a single
interface, with most of the options
already set according to the
situations. Muslim users are
provided with a free demo version
which can be downloaded before
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the paid version, so you can decide
if it suits your needs before paying
any money. Easy to install, updates
& patches instantly Easy to use,
customization options Smart clock
& date Automatic start-up
Customizable options Who's this
for? This universal software suit any
cultural background. It can be used
by both Muslims and non-Muslims.
It works very well with both
Windows and Mac. What are the
product features? With all its
benefits, you have probably heard
from other users how much they
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love this product. With its
convenient features and userfriendly design, you can now use
this program in your daily life, for a
variety of reasons. 1) Black and
White Clock 2) Alarm 3) Location
setting 4) Time format selection 5)
Hour changing function 6) Alarm
Tones 7) Countdown Timer 8) Onetouch wake up 9) Automatic startup 10) Wide range of Country and
Time formats for different time
zones 1) Alarm 2) Date & Time 3)
Customizable 4) Shortcuts in
Windows 7 5) Widened area for
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clicking on shortcuts 6) Customize
for your own requirements. 1) And
this is the Offical site of the
program 2) How to create shortcuts
3) How to install 4) In what
language the program is available
and in what time zone it is located
5) How to install Athan Software
Features in detail Software features
This software is offering the
following features and functions:
Features: * On-line support * USB
device support * Stand-alone and
installed as part of OS *
Customizable * Easy to use * A
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visual analog clock * 12 time zone
support * Alarm clock * Timer *
Stand-alone download * Outlook
Express, Yahoo Mail, Apple Mail,
Hotmail email client download *
Unicode support * Auto Start *
Synchronize with time servers *
Support for logging * Timezone
support * Hotkeys support * Date
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System Requirements For The Athan Software:

If the device is not running Android
7.0 Nougat or later, or if the device
does not have a screen size of at
least 720 pixels, the game will be
displayed with a lower resolution. If
you find the game too slow in
operation or crashes too often, try
turning down the graphics settings.
Also please note that even though
the game was developed on an
Android phone, it will also run on
an Android tablet. It is
recommended that you have at least
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512MB RAM. Installation:
Download the APK file for
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